A cold of the soul: A Japanese case of disease mongering in psychiatry
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Abstract. In Japan, depression provides the most drastic example of the impact of disease awareness campaigns. Until the late 1990s, the public’s attitude toward depression was generally unfavorable, due to the negative connotations of the Japanese word for clinical depression, ‘utsubyou’. After the 1999 introduction of the first selective serotonin re-uptake inhibitor, pharmaceutical companies initiated educational campaigns. In order to aid the drug’s acceptance, they coined the catchphrase ‘kokoro no kaze’, which literally means ‘a cold of the soul’. Thanks to these marketing practices, antidepressant sales have increased six fold, from ¥14.5 billion in 1998 to ¥87 billion in 2006.

However, the catchphrase ‘kokoro no kaze’ masked a critical difference between a cold and depression. It falsified the nature of treatment for depression by concealing the putative duration of medication. Owing to this distortion of information, pharmaceutical companies were assured a steady stream of profits.

Now, the pharmaceutical industry is shifting its focus from depression to bipolar disorder. Japanese psychiatrists can learn a great deal from their experience with the aggressive marketing of antidepressants. In the case of depression, over-medication arguably did more harm than good. The same risk exists with other conditions, including bipolar disorder.
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1. Introduction

Disease mongering has recently begun to have an adverse influence on both psychiatrists and patients in Japan. Indeed, this problem has been widely discussed internationally. [9, 17, 21]. But, there has been a relative paucity of reports concerning the current state of disease mongering in Japan, due perhaps to a language barrier. This paper will discuss disease mongering in the Japanese context, with a particular focus on depression.

2. Disease mongering

Frequently used in a uncomplimentary sense, disease mongering connotes a widening of the diagnostic boundaries of illness. It is most often employed for activities of pharmaceutical companies, or others with similar interests, who conduct disease awareness campaigns on the pretext of educating the public about the prevention of illness or the promotion of health. Under the cover of early detection and early
treatment, they strain the conceptual domain of diagnostic categories to their own advantage. Encouraged by these disease awareness advertisements, the public gradually becomes concerned that they are ill and require medical treatment. As a result, pharmacotherapy is increasingly being applied to ever-milder conditions, leading to potentially unnecessary medication, wasted resources, and adverse side effects [9, 17, 21].

Proponents of these practices justify disease awareness campaigns, arguing that pharmaceutical industry is simply providing the public with information about its options and that the option of receiving medication is a matter to be discussed between patient and physician. Opponents however refute this argument, claiming that the true intent of disease awareness campaigns is primarily or even exclusively to produce profit for the drug companies. Furthermore, opponents suggest that by inspiring fear of illness, these campaigns drive patients to demand potentially unnecessary prescriptions, which may have unfavorable consequences instead of benefits [18].

Among all fields of clinical medicine, psychiatry is perhaps the most vulnerable to the dangers of disease mongering. The psychiatric conditions most commonly targeted by the pharmaceutical industry include social anxiety disorder, ADHD, bipolar disorder, and depression [15].

3. Depression mongering in Japan

3.1. Depression before SSRI in Japan

Until the late 1990s, Japanese psychiatrists focused almost exclusively on psychosis and endogenous depression, the latter being severe enough to require conventional forms of antidepressants, known as tricyclic antidepressants, and even hospitalization [1, 11].

At this time, the public’s attitude toward depression was generally unfavorable. This stigma was in part due to the negative connotations of the Japanese word for clinical depression, ‘utsubyou’. This word, which suggests severe mental illness, contrasts strikingly with the English word ‘depression’, which has a much broader meaning. Even in the psychiatric context, ‘depression’ can be used alongside various subdivisions: organic, endogenous, neurotic, major, minor, reactive, vascular, juvenile, postpartum, premenstrual, senile, etc.

‘Utsubyou’, on the other hand, means only major depressive disorder or the depressive phase in manic-depressive disorder. It is a highly technical term and is almost unheard of outside clinical medicine. To talk about a feeling of gloominess, the general public uses a variety of everyday expressions such as ‘ki ga omoi’ (heavy spirit), ‘ki ga harenai’ (cloudy mood), ‘ki ga meiru’ (dented mood), and so on. Even when relying on the so-called psychiatric vocabulary, people prefer the term ‘noiroze’, a Japanized adaptation of the German word ‘Neurose’.

In the past and also now, Japan’s culture is strongly influenced by a Confucian tradition characterized by family centered and socio-centered attitudes and collectivism [19]. Over time, a worldview that encourages the acceptance of sadness, even the sharing of life’s miseries with others, has emerged [22]. In Japan, it was natural that mild depression was rarely seen as a medical condition, and it was never thought that such feelings should be counteracted with chemical substances.

3.2. Depression after SSRI in Japan

This situation began to change after the 1999 introduction of Fluvoxamine (Luvox-Fujisawa, Depromel-Meiji Seika), the first selective serotonin re-uptake inhibitor (SSRI) to receive approval in Japan.
Direct-to-consumer advertising (DTC advertising) is prohibited in Japan, and so pharmaceutical companies initiated educational campaigns focusing on mild depression. In order to aid the drug’s acceptance by the Japanese public, they coined the catchphrase ‘kokoro no kaze’, which literally means ‘a cold of the soul’ [14]. Thus armed with this phrase, the pharmaceutical industry embarked on a mission to lessen the stigma of depression [10].

The campaign accelerated when GlaxoSmithKline received approval for another SSRI, Paxil (paroxetine) [25]. Subsequently, sertraline (J-Zoloft-Pfizer), milnacipran (Toledomin-Asahi Kasei-Janssen) and duloxetine (Cymbalta-Eli Lilly) also entered the market in Japan. According to national data from the Ministry of Health and Welfare [16], the number of patients with a diagnosis of mood disorder increased from 441,000 in 1999 to 1,041,000 in 2003 (Fig. 1). At the same time, antidepressant sales have increased six-fold, from ¥14.5 billion in 1998 to ¥87 billion in 2006, according to statistics from GlaxoSmithKline (Fig. 2) [7, 24]. Thanks to marketing practices that equate depression with a cold, Japan has proven to be fertile ground for selling antidepressants.
3.3. ‘A cold of the soul’: A Japanese case of depression mongering

The catchphrase ‘ kokoro no kaze ’ or ‘a cold of the soul’ masks a critical difference between the common cold and depression [3]. While medicines for the former are taken for a few days at most, those for the latter are usually consumed for months, years, or even for life. Thus, as patients began to see antidepressants as medicine for “a cold of the soul”, they became more likely to justify pharmacological treatment. However, once psychiatrists began prescribing antidepressants, they took for granted that their patients would be under treatment for months or much longer [2, 20, 23]. Indeed, once patients have begun to take antidepressants, many cannot help but continue. In this sense, the pharmaceutical companies’ marketing claims falsified the nature of treatment for depression by concealing the documented duration of medication. Thanks to this distortion of information, pharmaceutical companies were assured a steady stream of profits.

These depression awareness campaigns have been based on the syllogism: “Your depression may be a disease. It can be cured by antidepressants. Therefore, your depression should be cured by antidepressants”. This psychopharmacological reasoning is, even if valid, applicable only to the biological aspects of depression. It is utterly absurd to claim that antidepressants can cure depression caused by family difficulties, a dissolved relationship, a demanding job, or intractable indebtedness.

The neglect of psychotherapy has also contributed to the spike in antidepressant usage. Patients are frequently given only one option: pharmacotherapy. In fact, much variability exists among sufferers of depression. For some, depression is not linked to a chemical imbalance but rather is associated with inescapable life events such as separation, interpersonal conflicts, and unexpected adversities that are central to being human. Treatment should hence be multifaceted rather than depending solely on antidepressants. Patients, however, face difficulty in finding psychiatrists familiar with psychotherapy as well as with antidepressants.

3.4. The pharmacological model of depression

Perhaps most importantly, the pharmacological model of depression lacks a robust scientific foundation. Indeed, pharmacological treatment is based on the assumption that depression is caused by an imbalance of mood-regulating chemicals in the brain, although there is actually little evidence that the pharmacological model is really adequate for patients with less severe depression [13].

Recent meta-analyses [5, 12] have also called into question previous research, which postulated that antidepressants have a specific pharmacological effect in comparison to placebo in patients with mild to moderate symptoms. According to these meta-analyses, the benefit of medication relative to placebo depends on the initial severity of depression symptoms. Excluding patients with very severe depression, the benefit of medication over a placebo may be minimal or even nonexistent.

4. Conclusions

Japanese psychiatrists can learn a great deal from their experience with the aggressive marketing of antidepressants. It can be argued that in the case of depression, over-medication did more harm than good. The same risk exists with other conditions, including bipolar disorder, to which the pharmaceutical industry has recently been shifting its focus [4]. Disease mongering may occur whenever the interests of
a pharmaceutical company exceed the expected benefits from the proposed pharmacotherapy on those affected by the putative psychiatric disorder. In cases that are not severe enough for aggressive medication, psychiatrists should propose natural alternatives, such as an alteration of lifestyle and psychotherapy [6, 8].
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